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Results in Review
MAFL Funds

Regular MAFL Investors will know that I don’t offer excuses.

This weekend we had three bets for three losses. What’s most disappointing
is that none of them was a realistic chance much after the first quarter,
though the Tigers did flop about and show a pulse for a little longer than
that.

The carnage of the weekend leaves the Heritage Fund share price at $0.7816
and the portfolios of various MAFL Investors as shown in the table at right.
There’s far too much red there for me to be happy.

Someone once said that the sooner you fall behind, the longer you have to
catch up. It wasn’t me.

For what it’s worth, all the other Funds, had they been trading, would also
have been underwater so far this season. When Away team favourites are
winning and covering the spread, it’s not a good time for MAFL Investors.

Roll on next week.

Tipping

With all but one favourite prevailing, this was an even better week for tipsters than last week. Amongst the
tipsters,  Chi matched BKB’s 7 from 8 performance, nine tipsters scored 6 from 8, and 45 tipsters scored 5
from 8. The overall tipster average of just over 5 was a full ½ tip better than last week.

Collingwood’s and West Coast’s losses were the two that tripped up most tipsters, with Port Adelaide and
Richmond snagging a few more.

After two rounds, the front-running tipsters are shown in the following table (for full details, see the last
page of the newsletter):

Quarter Analyses

This season we’ve seen fewer lead changes than we did last year, so the importance of winning quarters and
leading at the end of quarters has been heightened.

So far this season,

13 of 16 teams that have led at quarter-time have gone on to win
13 of 16 teams that have led at half-time have gone on to win
15 of 16 teams that have led at three-quarter-time have gone on to win
11 of 16 teams that have won the 2nd quarter have gone on to win
11 of 16 teams that have won the 3rd quarter have gone on to win
13 of 16 teams that have won the 4th quarter have gone on to win

This dominance is reflected in the average margins of victory, which this week was a huge 54½ points, a full
20 points higher than the average margin of recent seasons.
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Team Quarter-by-Quarter Analysis
The tables below show how each team is performing on a quarter-by-quarter basis. The top set of tables
records the performance as at the end of each quarter, and the bottom set records the performance during
each quarter.

So, for example, looking at the first row of the uppermost tables, Adelaide has led at the end of 1 first quarter
and  trailed  at  the  end  of  1,  scoring  53  points  and  conceding  47  in  so  doing.  This  ranks  it  7th amongst all
teams. Further, it has led in both of its games at half time and has scored 115-73 in the first half, ranking it
3rd.

Turning next to the bottommost tables and again looking at the top row, the second block shows that
Adelaide has outscored its opponent in both 2nd quarters, returning an aggregate result of 62-26, once again
ranking it 3rd.

It’s a bit early to draw too much significance from these tables, but I do note that Carlton, as per last year,
wish games would be declared over at the first change (they’d be 5th).
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Team Ratings Update
Large margins of victory have produced some sizeable changes in ratings this week.

The current predicted Final 8 is:

Geelong
Sydney
Adelaide
Hawthorn
Collingwood
St Kilda
Port Adelaide
West Coast

Compared to last week the sole change in the composition of the predicted final 8 is the inclusion of the
Saints at the expense of Freo.

Across seasons 2000 to 2007 the MARS Predictor has correctly predicted an average of 5.38 of the 8 finalists.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

It’s always much harder to perform the necessary updates to the myriad of spreadsheets that I maintain and
to write these newsletters after a poor weekend’s wagering.

Here’s to a better weekend in Round 3.

‘til next time,

Tony

31 March 2008
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Cumulative Tipping Performance – All Tipsters


